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Machine Learning and Robot Perception (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
This book presents some of the most recent research results in the area of machine learning and robot perception. The book contains eight chapters.

Relevant progress has been done, within the Robotics field, in mechanical systems, actuators, control and planning. This fact, allows a wide application of industrial robots, where...

		

Intelligent Autonomous Systems: Foundations and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Intelligent Autonomous Systems (IAS) are the physical embodiment of machine intelligence providing a core concept for integrating various advanced technologies with pattern recognition and learning. The basic philosophy of IAS research is to explore and understand the nature of intelligence in problems of perception, reasoning, learning and...


		

Sensors HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Complete, State-of-the-Art Coverage of Sensor Technologies and Applications


	Fully revised with the latest breakthroughs in integrated sensors and control systems, Sensors Handbook, Second Edition provides all of the information needed to select the optimum sensor for any type of application, including engineering,...






		

An Introduction to IMS(TM) : Your Complete Guide to IBM's Information Management SystemIBM Press, 2004


The Only Up-to-the-Minute Guide to IMS Version 9--Straight from IBM IMS Experts


	Introduces IMS, one of the world's premiere software products 


	Thoroughly covers key IMS functions, from security to Java support


	For both new and experienced IMS...



		

Beginning Programming for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Discover the latest programming tips and techniques
Start writing programs for WindowsÐ’®, LinuxÐ’®, MacintoshÐ’®, Palms, and PocketPCs    

Ready to take control of your computer by writing your own programs? Mixing concepts with humor, author Wallace Wang shows you how to begin programming as simply and quickly as...


		

Policy-Based Network Management: Solutions for the Next Generation (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) systems enable business rules and procedures to be translated into policies that configure and control the network and its services.  Those who manage network systems are aware that this approach can benefit both network management as well as the development of applications that use network services; however,...





		

Creating Web Pages For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
It’s easy to design, build, and post a Web page with Google Page Creator or CoffeeCup HTML Editor, but a friendly guide still comes in handy. Creating Web Pages For Dummies®, 9th Edition introduces you to Web design software and online page-building tools, and walks you through the process in record time.
    Like its...


		

Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for Dependable ApplicationsSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for  Dependable Applications, presents a variety of specific  approaches to achieving dependability at the application level. Driven  by the higher level fault models of Models and Frameworks for  Dependable Systems, and built on the lower level abstractions  implemented in a third companion book...

		

Frommer's Kauai (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	On any list of the world’s most spectacular islands, Kauai ranks right up there with Bora Bora, Huahine, and Rarotonga. All the elements are here: moody rainforests, majestic cliffs, jagged peaks, emerald valleys, palm trees swaying in the breeze, daily rainbows, and some of the most spectacular golden beaches you’ll find...






		

Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks: A Semi-tensor Product ApproachSpringer, 2010

	Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks presents a systematic new approach to the investigation of Boolean control networks. The fundamental tool in this approach is a novel matrix product called the semi-tensor product (STP). Using the STP, a logical function can be expressed as a conventional discrete-time linear system. In the light of...


		

VMware ESX and ESXi in the Enterprise: Planning Deployment of Virtualization Servers (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Edward L. Haletky’s Complete, Solutions-Focused Guide to Running ESX Server 3.5, vSphere, and VMware 4.x


	 


	Extensively updated and revised, this is the definitive real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing VMware ESX Server 3.5,...


		

Master Your Mac: Simple Ways to Tweak, Customize, and Secure OS XNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		OS X is a lot more than just a pretty face. Sure, the basics are easy, but beneath that gorgeous surface lie countless powerful features.

	
		If you want to go beyond the basics, Master Your Mac will take you there. With tips on everything from organizing your workspace to strengthening your computer's security,...
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